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New smart service plugs from Hydroscand
Hydroscand is launching specially designed service plugs in carefully selected materials,
that enable both reuse and recycling.
Service plugs are important tools for minimising the risk of environmentally harmful leakage.
For example, during oil changes, service, assembly and hose changes. Leakage can also
lead to high remediation costs.
To help customers reduce the environmental impact, the service plugs are made of oilresistant TPV, a thermoplastic elastomer. Unlike plugs that are made of rubber,
Hydroscand's plugs can be recycled instead of burned.
The material also has properties that allow the plug to sit firmly in place and can be reused
for a longer period of time. The plug can withstand a temperature range of -40°C to +130°C.
Hydroscand's new plug is available in many different sizes and can be used for a variety of
jobs: wherever you need to temporarily plug something that is not pressurised. They work
excellently in, for example, hose breakage, where you want to protect the environment, but
also need to ensure that as little as possible is lost from the system. They also work to plug a
drain so as to avoid unpleasant odors.
The new service plugs are therefore suitable for those who working in areas such as
hydraulics, plumbing, workshop service, shipping and more.
Read more about Hydroscand's new service plugs at: hydroscand.co.uk.
https://www.hydroscand.co.uk/uk_en/product/service-plug-5530-08-1x
-ENDSHydroscand UK – Dedicated to the flow
A supplier of high-quality hydraulic and industrial hose and fittings supported by a network of
local branches and skilled mobile technicians. Established in the UK in 2002 and now
operating from eight UK branches, three of which operate as production centres,
Hydroscand is the premier choice for hose and fluid connectors - www.hydroscand.co.uk
Hydroscand Group
Hydroscand - an international family-owned business - provides solutions and services for
hose, fittings and related products through a customer-driven and decentralised
organisation. With operations in 20 countries, more than 240 hose service branches, over
140 HoseExpress mobile service units and 450 resellers, it is always strategically positioned
to support its customers’ operations. It has over 1,400 employees and serves more than
100,000 customers in Europe, Asia and Africa - www.hydroscand.com

